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Offline Activity 1
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Silly Sentences
Choose at least 1 word from
each column and write as many
silly sentences as you can.
E.g. The pig fell in some jam.
Remember your sentence needs
to include a capital letter, finger
spaces and a full stop at the end.
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Offline Activity 2 Sentence Substitution
Ask your grown up to write out the sentence and the extra words
written below. Read the 1st sentence and then choose a word to
change the sentence and read it again.
e.g.
1st sentence: The sheep are in the shed.
Words: wait
farmyard cars bedroom
2nd sentence: The cars are in the shed.
Can you do the same using this sentence?
1st sentence: Mark fed the cat
Words: dog
hid moon
Gail
How many different sentences can you make and read?

Maths
Offline Activity 1 BIG SOLVE MATHS PROBLEM
Can you solve this maths problem?
You have made a cake for some friends and share it out.
If you cut into 12 pieces and there are 4 people how
many slices could each person have?

Offline Activity 2
BIG SOLVE MATHS PROBLEM
Can you solve this maths problem?
Oh no! The domino sets have lost all the doubles.
Can you make your own set of double dominoes?

What do you need to think about?
How could you work this out?
What number do you need to go up to? How do you draw the spots
Can you draw a picture to check?
on them? Do you need to draw the same on both sides?
Can you ask a grown up if you can bake a cake to help you Can you work out how many spots there are altogether on each
work it out?
domino?
As it’s not a full week in school, we have then included some other learning activities that you can choose from to complete across
the week as you like.
Activity 1
Undersea Octopus
Have a go at making an undersea
octopus out of tin foil:

For this and more activities, check
out this video:
https://youtu.be/TAtvytBuDPk

Activity 2
Fingerprint Minibeast Garden
Build up minibeasts on paper using
finger/thumb prints. Make a spider
body using a thumb print or a
caterpillar using fingerprints joined up
in a
line.
Or
create
your
own

Activity 3
Teddy bears picnic
Have a teddy bears picnic either indoor or
outside. Could you write an invitation and
help make the picnic?

minibeast designs...

Activity 4
Materials Hunt
Go on a material hunt and see what materials you have in your house or garden.
Activity 6
Activity 7
Colourful Collaging and Collage Portrait Recreate a Favourite Holiday Scene
Make with Tate Kids - Live! Play with
Use things that you have at home to
shapes and experiment with colourful
recreate a scene from one of your
collage, then make a collage portrait.
favourite holidays. Maybe have beach
Check out the video here (includes
towels, buckets and spades, umbrellas
everything you need):
for sunshade to create a beach scene
or come up with your own idea.
https://youtu.be/ivekOXuRxZE

Activity 5
Take part in the digital Summer Reading
Challenge, 2020.
Join up to the library’s summer reading
challenge that is online and read books
with your family.
https://www.inspireculture.org.uk/readinginformation/childrens-library/summerreading-challenge/

